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Trojan Battery & TeamSustain Named Finalists for Intersolar India’s “Solar Projects in India” Award for Hibiscus Villa Eco-Resort Project

DATELINE: SANTA FE SPRINGS, Calif., Nov. 4, 2013

WHAT: Trojan Battery, the world’s leading manufacturer or deep-cycle batteries, has been named as a finalist for the Intersolar “Solar Projects in India” award. The company and its project partner, Team Sustain, were recognized for their Hibiscus Villa eco-resort project.

Finalists were selected based on exceptional, pioneering projects in the fields of Solar Building, Industrial and Commercial Use projects based in India.

WHEN: The Intersolar “Solar Projects in India” award winner will be announced at Intersolar India, held in Mumbai, on Nov. 12, 2013 at 3 p.m.

WHERE: Intersolar India Presentation Stage, booth 1170

WHY: Hibiscus Villa installed an off-grid renewable energy solar solution making the Villa immune to power failure or grid quality. Hibiscus Villa is one of the world’s the most energy efficient buildings with an incredibly low energy footprint in
terms of connected load and energy consumption. With the successful implementation Solar PV Power System, Hibiscus Villa becomes one of the world’s first Net Zero Home Stay.

WHO:

**About Trojan Battery Company**
Trojan Battery Company is the world’s leading manufacturer of deep-cycle batteries, offering a complete portfolio of technologically-advanced deep-cycle flooded, AGM and gel batteries that provide maximum long-lasting performance to meet the requirements of today’s advancing renewable energy systems. Trojan Battery Company, founded in 1925, is ISO 9001:2008 certified with U.S.-based operations in California and Georgia. For more information, visit [www.trojanbatteryRE.com](http://www.trojanbatteryRE.com)

**About TeamSustain**
TeamSustain is a leading clean, green technology solutions provider based in Cochin, India. The company offers cost-effective logistics and infrastructure solutions for sustainable resource utilization to markets around the world. For more information, please visit [www.teamsustain.com/company-information](http://www.teamsustain.com/company-information).
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